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AN EXCEPTIONAL SET FOR INNER FUNCTIONS1

RENATE MCLAUGHLIN

Abstract. Suppose/is an inner function that is not a constant

and not a finite Blaschke product. Let E(f) denote the set of values

inside the unit disk that are not assumed infinitely often by /. We

show that E(f) is an /''„-set.

Let D denote the open unit disk. A function f(z), defined and

analytic in D, is called an inner function if |/(z)| =1 (zED) and if

linw |/(re")| = 1 for almost all d (0^6<2ir). Throughout this note,

we assume that an inner function is neither a constant nor a finite

Blaschke product.

With each inner function/, the exceptional set

E(f) = {w. | w |   < 1,/ assumes w at most finitely often}

is associated. It is known that E(f) has capacity zero [l, p. 35], and

it is also known that for each closed subset 5 of capacity zero in the

open unit disk there exists an inner function that omits every value in

5and no other values [l,p. 37], [3].

We prove the following result.

Theorem. For each inner function /, the set E(f) is an Fa-set of

capacity zero.

Suppose / is analytic and nonconstant in D, and let R(f)

= {w.w =f(z), zED}. For n = l, 2, • ■ • , define

En(f) = {w.wER(f);

f assumes w at most n times, counting multiplicities}.

Lemma. For each n, En(f) is a closed subset of R(f).

Proof. We have to show that if f(z) assumes the values w\, w2, • ■ •

(wkER(f)) at most n times and if wk-^w (wER(f)), then/(z) assumes

w at most n times, counting multiplicities.

Suppose Wi, w2, • • ■ belong to En(f) and wk-^w (wER(f))- Assume

there are n+l solutions of the equation f(z) =w, say zlf • ■ • , zn+i
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iztED). Then we can find a simple, closed, rectifiable, positively-

oriented curve C in D such that zu • ■ ■ , z„+i lie in the interior of C

and such that no possible further solutions of/(z) =w lie on C. Set

min |/(z) — w\   = e.
*ec

It follows that €> 0. Choose wm such that | w — wm\ < e/2. There are at

most n solutions of the equation/(z) = wm. If necessary, change C to a

curve C* such that none of these solutions lies on C*. The curve C*

can be chosen in such a way that zu - • ■ , zn+i are in the interior of C*

and | /(z) — w |   > e/2 (z G C*). Therefore

|/(«) -w\   >  \w-wm\ izEC*).

If we write

/(z) — wm = (/(z) — w) + (w — wm),

all hypotheses of Rouché's theorem are satisfied [2, p. 254], and it

follows that/(z) — wm and/(z) — w have the same number of zeros in-

side C*. This is a contradiction. Q

If/ is an inner function, we define

Lo(f) = ¡W. |w|   < 1,/omits w}.

The set 7£0(/) is closed, since the range of/ is open. The theorem now

follows from the fact that E(f) = U"-o En(f).
It is tempting to suspect that the sets

£„*(/) = {w.w E Rif),f assumes w exactly n times}

are closed. This is false. It is not too difficult to think of the Riemann

surface of a function that assumes w = 0 exactly once and for which

w = 0 is the limit of both a sequence of points wu, wi2, - - ■ that are

assumed exactly once and a sequence of points w2i, w22, • • • that are

assumed exactly twice.

Finally, we remark that there exist inner functions for which

Eo(f)^0 and each set En(f) properly contains £n_i(/).
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